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THE FIXED-EFFECTS ANALYSIS OF THE RELATION BETWEEN SDAS AND CARBIDES
FOR THE AIRFOIL BLADE TRACES

The primary objective was to test a usefulness of the specific fixed-effect model for the analysis of quantitative relationships
gathered from the image analysis of the material microstructures. The dataset was obtained from the investigation of turbine blades made from superalloy IN713C. The analysis based on the general linear model resulted in informative plots revealing mutual
relationships between secondary dendrite arm spacing and the mean plane section area of carbides in the material. Directions for
further research also were obtained.
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1. Introduction
Turbine blades in aero-engine and land-based power generation gas turbines are complex components manufactured to
precise geometric, structural and mechanical property tolerances
[1]. The investment casting process is extensively used today
to produce “net shape” structural parts for aircraft engines [2].
Solidification defects, and especially microporosity, are still the
main reason for the high rejection rate of the castings [3]. That
is why a knowledge about the growth of the initial dendritic
microstructure during solidification based on experimental and
theoretical studies is required to control the formation of solidification defects. Numerous studies of secondary dendrite arm
spacing (SDAS) and dendrite growth in cast Ni-based superalloys
have been carried out in order to optimize casting and microstructure parameters [4-6].

rial. The fixed-effects models were used as the typical approach
to analyze such cases. The procedure and results are presented
in this paper.

Fig. 1. The pattern assembly with 20 airfoil blade castings

2. Materials and methods
The three airfoil blade castings from IN713C superalloy
coming from one pattern assembly cast at the laboratory scale
(Fig. 1) were investigated using light microscopy (LM) and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to check repeatability of
the microstructure depending on a various location in the pattern
assembly (Fig. 2). The main goal of the studies was to evaluate
an impact of these locations and the solidification conditions on
SDAS and the mean plane section area of carbides in the mate*

Fig. 2. The scheme of an airfoil blade and a position of cross-sections
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Airfoil Blades. Three airfoil blades selected randomly from
the pattern assembly were cut to obtain two cross-sections from
the each airfoil blade in the way presented in Fig. 2. The microstructure of the casting was evaluated through standard metallographic techniques, including sectioning, grinding, polishing, and
etching followed by optical and scanning electron microscopy.
The cross-sections were included and prepared according to the
scheme worked out for Ni-based superalloys [7]. The secondary
dendrite arm spacings were measured from the LM photographs
(GX-51 Olympus LM). The SDAS was measured using a line
intercept method. The mean plane section area of carbides was
evaluated on the basis of SEM images (Hitachi S-4200 SEM).

The etched surface of the metallographic specimens were
observed by LM, then SEM and automatically analyzed by the
image analysis program [8]. The dataset contains two elements:
SDAS and the size of carbides. The obtained raw data should
be compared to find if the different conditions differentiate the
properties between blades in two different geometrical locations.
Microstructural studies. The selected examples of carbide
detection were presented in the Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
The selected examples of dendritic structure in the investigated cross-sections were presented in the Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. The carbides detected in the selected image of B2D cross-section

Fig. 4. The carbides detected in the selected image of B2M cross-section

Fixed Effects Model. The fixed-effects model is a typical
approach if independent variables (factors) are qualitative labels
instead of quantitative values [9]. The model is constructed from
some additive terms [10]: average response μ, vectors of main
(linear) effects dependent on the single factor (blade id or trace id)
and a matrix of two-way interaction dependent simultaneously
on the both factors. This analysis depends on the assignment of

the residuum normality however it is possible to conduct such
computations without this requirement [11] but with significantly
much greater computational cost.
In the considered case, the fixed-effects model has the
following formula:
gij = μ + Ai + Bj + Cij

(1)
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Fig. 5. The dendritic structure in the selected D (left B1D) and M (right B1M) cross-sections

where:
μ
Ai
i
Bj
j
Cij

–
–
–
–
–
–

effects with two-way interaction – required to scarify the error
term due to the lack of redundant data. The model identified for
SDAS is presented in Table 2, while the model identified for C
is presented in Table 3.

average response,
main (linear) effect of blade id,
enumerator of a blade id i.e. B1, B2, B3,
main (linear effect) of trace id,
enumerator of a trace id i.e. D or M,
two-way interaction of blade and trace ids.

TABLE 2
The fixed-effects model with linear effects and two-way interaction
identified for mean of SDAS and two factors: blade id and trace id

Due to the lack of redundant data, it is not possible to
provide a pure error estimation and full ANOVA analysis. The
only possible data analysis is to identify models for SDAS and
carbide content and then to compare means and interaction
effects and to construct marginal means plot and interaction
plot.

Effect

Level

Coefficient

constant

—
B1
B2
B3
D
M

43.750
–3.200
3.400
–0.200
5.417
–5.417

blade

trace

Effect

Level

Coefficient

Blade
×trace

B1×D
B2×D
B3×D
B1×M
B2×M
B3×M

–2.267
2.733
–0.466
2.267
–2.733
0.466

3. Results
TABLE 3

Three air-foil blades were manufactured at three different
conditions labelled as B1, B2 and B3. Each blade were cut at
two positions forming traces: D and M. The data are presented
in Table 1.
TABLE 1
SDAS and carbide content observed for different blades and traces
(SDAS – mean, C – median of mean plane section area of carbides)
Blade
Trace

D
M

B1

B2

The fixed-effects model with linear effects and two-way interaction
identified for median of carbides C and two factors:
blade id and trace id
Effect

Level

Coefficient

constant

—
B1
B2
B3
D
M

1.697
0.3067
–0.0280
–0.2787
0.5916
–0.5916

blade

trace

B3

SDAS
[μm]

C [μm2]

SDAS
[μm]

C [μm2]

SDAS
[μm]

C [μm2]

43.7
37.4

2.78
1.22

55.3
39.0

2.16
1.18

48.5
38.6

1.92
0.92

The identification of the simple fixed-effect model based
only on linear effects led – in both cases SDAS and C – to completely insignificant results due to the very large error term. It was
caused by an interaction. However, the enhanced model – linear

Effect

Level

Coefficient

Blade
×trace

B1×D
B2×D
B3×D
B1×M
B2×M
B3×M

0.1889
–0.0988
–0.0901
–0.1889
0.0988
0.0901

The main effects plot and interaction plot for SDAS are
presented in (Fig. 6) and (Fig. 7), respectively.
The main effects plot and interaction plot for carbides are
presented in (Fig. 8) and (Fig. 9), respectively.
The simultaneous plot of mean of SDAS against median of
carbides C (Fig. 10) reveals some minor monotonic correlation
between both properties except of B1D case which drastically
differs from the growing trend.
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Fig. 6. The main effects plot for mean of SDAS.Blades: B1, B2, B3.
Traces: D and M

Fig. 7. The interaction plot for mean of SDAS

Fig. 8. The main effects plot for median of C.Blades B1, B2, B3. Traces
D and M

Fig. 9. The interaction plot for median of C

Fig. 10. The plot of mean of SDAS against median of

(in the sense of Spearman’s correlation) to C median, however
one case (B1D) drastically differs from such scheme.
Technologically, it means that SDAS differences between
traces strongly depends on manufacturing treatments and cannot be treated as constant bias. In contrast, the C differences
between traces may be practically treated as constant and mutually equal – interaction is weak and only slightly changes
that differences. The weak correlation between SDAS and
carbide’s content means that practically may be predicted: lower
carbides-lower SDAS and greater carbides-greater SDAS with
one exception: B1D case which differs from such monotonic
relationship. It’s worth to make further investigation on that
particular case to eliminate such dissimilarity (if it is artifact)
or to reveal some hidden factor or significant phenomenon
making such difference.

4. Discussion
5. Conclusions
Statistically, the SDAS model revealed strong interaction
between blade id and trace id, while the C model showed rather
weak interaction. The SDAS weakly monotonically correlates

The mean size of the carbides from the cross-sections of the
investigated castings is greater in cross-sections D than cross-
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sections B. This may be due to a slower time of solidification
in location D of the airfoil blade than in B.
The results affirmed that the crystallization conditions
(variable casting wall thickness, location of the feeding sprue)
influence the microstructure, especially the SDAS and mean
plane section area of carbides occurring in the material.
The presented Research methodology can be applied
to optimize the industrial production of aircraft components
or – after minor modification – in bioceramic components
production and analysis [12,13]. The further investigation
on data analysis will be conducted involving specific nonparametric methods for the analysis of multidimensional sparse
data [14-20], even with a multiphysics approach [21] and the
fuzzy statistics [22].
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